It all started when my dog ate my homework. And then I got detention! It was the worst day ever. He told me that she said and then was over. I heard lunch have you it was so embarrassing! Everyone saw. It went by so fast! You had to be there. I will never forget. There is so much to do! But that's just a few secrets of a... King.
Secrets of a KING...

Keep Out

No Trespassing!

Stay Away!

Warning. Private Property.

Ketchikan High School

This journal belongs to:
Summer Memories...
The jobs, the fun, the sun, and the secrets...

Anne Sheurger, Deandra Banie, and Taylor Hicks spending their day on a boat.

Liezal and Mary-Jane Kintana, and Xavier Jones enjoying some good old family time in the sunshine.

Susie Mckenzie and Talia Rose enjoying a nice Hawaiian night.

ABOVE: Haley Widness, Stasha Southway, and Bri Guenther act like pirates while enjoying Sitka Fine Arts Camp.

Chas Allen is excited to go zip-lining.

Eric Olsen, Andy Sullivan, and Diogo Marango "airing out" after taking a dip.

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums.
Stephanie Brown and Dawn Smith enjoy a lovely day in city park.

Valena Johnson and Brittany Purschwitz road trippin.

Alex Jones and Devin Boyce looking as hot as the summer sun.

RIGHT: Sy Havik and Alec Pankow pose like Calvin Klein Models for the photo.

SO TO MUCH CELEBRATE

Alissa Webber and Faith Clark swimming down by the docks.

ABOVE LEFT: Emily Johnson, Kendra Standley, and Tanelle Stacy enjoy a fine dinner in Hawaii.

LEFT: Britta Phil, Sara Carey, Eli Potter, Ciera Stanley, and Alissa Baznak play a game of dress up.

RIGHT: Mekkena Wutzke and Sydney Locklear skip across the water on their inner tube.
Senior Summer Memories!!

Jordan Foy and Erik Ruaro messing around.

Katrina Monta enjoying the sun during her summer vacation.

Kelsey Wright and Jessica Hines enjoying their summer at a bonfire.

Andy Gunderson, Heather Malin, Crystal Alba, and Sarah Eichner hanging out.

Lalaine Manabat, and Laura Kelly relaxing at buggles beach.

A group of seniors having a girls night out!

Chandler Porter poses for the camera while on her exchange.

Jayna Blanchard, Tina Woolley, Carlo Credito, Amanda Hendrickx, and Jessica Hines just jump off logs while hanging out at the beach.

Danny Lord shows off his fish.
Senior Float!!

This year’s senior class chose a “techno” theme for their Senior float on the 4th of July!!

Jessica Hines, Amanda Hendricks, Tanner Thomas, Lacey Murphy, Tina Woolley, Sara Jonker, Jenny Younberg, Jessica Thomas, and Ashley Davis on the float.

Tanner Thomas and Bryan Moody enjoying the sun.

Jessica Hines and Laitanie Manabat pose by the disco ball.
Above: The Kayhi Kings get ready for the opening kick off in Sitka.

Below: Jordan March does his traditional "chicken dance" before the snap.

Above: Seniors Carlo Credito, Dylon Daniels, Nick Ulrigg, and Hans Hubbard come out for the coin toss.

Hans Hubbard stickin' it in Sitka's face!

Above: Andrew Bolton leaps for the ball in this "top - ten play" nominee.
Congratulations to our Kayhi Kings! The 2009-2010 football team fought an unmistakably tough season! They definitely had their fair share of wins and losses, but in the end they pulled through with an exciting win over our Sitka Wolf rivals. From practice hours in the gravel and in the summer heat, to playing fierce games in the miserable Ketchikan rain; our Kings fought through it all to make us proud! Great job this season boys!
My exchange in China was an amazing experience. I had the opportunity of learning a completely different lifestyle and culture. I met lots of new people and made friends for life. The exchange helped me realize the richness of my life back home. I had the time of my life, and would not have changed it for anything. I am sure I will go back as soon as possible! - Bekah Bowers

Going on an exchange was the best decision I've ever made. My year in Finland was the most amazing year of my life so far. I learned an immeasurable amount in a short time. I travelled throughout Finland and other European countries, and I have made lifelong friends from all over the world. Foreign exchange is tough, but so is everything else worthwhile. I learned that there are so many adventures out there waiting for me! - Chandler Porter

Hello. My name is Pin, and I am an exchange student from Thailand. When I first came to Ketchikan, I felt very excited because I was going to study in a new school. I am having a lot of fun here, and have made new friends. I think that once the year is over, I will have had a great time and will never forget. - Samaporn Sanongkun

Oh My Lanta! My exchange to Thailand was crazy as pie. I lived in the market with the rodents and roaches, learned the art of Thai massage, rode elephants, ate bugs, and volunteered in the hill tribes of Thai-Thai. Along with these things, I learned a new language and made friends for life. EXCHANGES ARE FABULOUS! - Rachel Koons

Hello. My name is Roy, and I am an exchange student from Taiwan. I am very happy to be in Ketchikan, and enjoy it very much. Everyday is a lovely day, as long as it isn't raining or cold. All the people that I have met here are very kind. They teach me new things, and take me places. I pretty much like everything here except for government class. It's too confusing and I always guess on the tests. By the end of the year I hope to become a better, more wonderful person, and I know this is one time I will never forget. - Roy Fang
Class Act is a group of students from the sophomore, junior, and senior class that are chosen to help the incoming freshmen have a great first year of high school. They use fun games and activities to get the freshmen familiar with the school and their classes. Good Luck Class of 2013!

Mentors!

Group 1:
Jesse Lindgren,
Mary Keele,
& Courtney Enright

Group 2:
Xavier Jones, Frannie Gierard, Amanda Youngberg, & Sara Yonker

Group 3:
Gates Falling, Karla Manabat, & Shelayne Greaves

Group 4:
Lucy Ortiz, Morgan Johnson, & Chase Allen

Group 5:
Brendan Stanton, Jessica Thompson, Bianca Nacionales, & Ethan Bowlen

Group 6:
Jeanette Sweetman
Liezl Kintana, & Ryan Verela

Group 7:
Jordan McLean, David Klein, & Rachel Funk

Group 8:
Elleabeth Graham, Chrystyna Jacobson, Courtney Pauli, & Alex William
Criss Cross Country

The race is on!

You Might Be A Cross Country Runner If... 
- You feel lost without your water bottle.
- Your cookie jar is filled with bagels.
- Your shoes have more miles on them than your car.

Running Cross Country teaches you so many life lessons- it takes a lot of hard work to succeed, but it will always bring you joy one way or another. All those people who say 'RUN?! Yeah right', don't know what they are missing out on. Being on the team has been so fun and exciting and will be one thing that I will greatly miss when leaving high school." - Shelene Greaves

Elizabeth Beene, 10

Barry Sullivan, 11

Katie Leavick, 9

Jeffrey Wiatrak, 12

Brendan Strain, 10
"Running long distances is a unique experience especially when you're as amazing as me. Passing people moving up in the ranks, looking for victory, it's so exhilarating! With the wind blowing in my face and flowing through my curvy, curvy, licentious hair as I'm making my way from point A to point B, it's the best feeling in the world." - Lucas Updike

2009
State Qualifiers
Shalayna Grauves, 12
Isaac Updike, 12
Luke Updike, 12
Keagan Larwick, 11

COACH: Dan Ortiz

Shirae Sells, 10

Raeanne Allgood
Salena Barajas
Barry Sullivan
Ethan Bowen
Nina Grace Brandt-Eriksen
Hannah Carson
Jennifer Chaudhary
Malissa Elliott
Courtney Gallaway
Nattie Gintar
Shalayna Grauves
Briana Guenther
Enriquez Hill
Justin Hoyt
Jonathan Kolean
Keagan Larwick
Kable Larwick
Lousa Ortiz
Alec Parkow
Geneva Peters
Jannessa Porter
Jacob Potts
Gabriel Potts
Shirae Sells
Tara Singstad
Brendan Stanton
Marco Torres
Cody Updike
Isaac Updike
Lucas Updike
Alissa Webber
Jeffrey Whelan
The Swimmers

- Jeressa Albertson, 10
- Reese Anderson, 10
- Aliesa Bezerek, 9
- Mikayla Brown-Harrison, 9
- Elizabeth Carson, 9
- Dylan Christanson, 10
- Jens Christianson, 9
- Neil Gonzalez, 10
- Thomas Hammerstand-Torres, 12
- Enilee Johnson, 10
- Matthew Johnson, 9
- Kassandra Klose, 9
- Casey Kulikov, 10
- Aubrey Lee, 9
- Ellis Miller, 10
- Eric Olsen, 10
- Ian Sanchez, 12
- Janelle Stacey, 10
- Kendra Standley, 9
- Isabel Stephens, 9
- Joseph Trott, 11
- Gilbert Varela, 10
- Alyson Walker, 9
The Divers
Sara Casey, 9
Gabriel Greasy, 9
Sharon Dulik, 11
Kelsey Gras, 9
Amy Neely, 9
Kassandra Navales, 9
Chase Nimni, 9

State Qualifiers:
Alissa Bezorek, 9
Mikayla Brown-Harrison, 9
Emilee Johnson, 11
Kassandra Klose, 9
Casey Kuikken, 10
Jandre Stacy, 10
Kendra Standley, 9
Isabel Stephens, 9
Alyson Walker, 9

"You can only control what you can do. You can't control the other people in the pool." - Jandre Stacy
Our mind-boggling fall season has really given everyone more spirit to jump up and cheer on our school.
Kayhi has given the fall season an awe-inspiring head start into our ultimately eye-popping year.

When Kayhi gave us the opportunity to jump into fun.

Kayhi has started the fall season off with cool pep rallies and kicking football games. Kayhi's very own football players opened with a winning game at the beginning of the season and their last game left them with another inspiring win.

That's not all. We had some cool dances that got everybody movin' their bodies. Then everyone ran to go see the awesome cross country team do their thing. Everyone had, no doubt, the best time this fall.
Coach: Naomi Michelsen

The girls were having some fun in the gym lockers.

Managers:
Kerri Manabat
Maria Vyganski

Healsea Paulsen, 11
Stephanie Brown, 11
Jrystal Covault, 11
Desiray Smith, 11
Croom Dunkerson, 10
Faith Clark, 9

Always have a smile!
This year the team was feeling it. The varsity team was ready to win, and that they did. They may not have won regionals, but with an undefeated record minus the Juneau Crimson Bears, they ended the year very pleased with themselves.
The two dances in the Fall really got the school year going. They were good times for students to get together and show each other their moves! The music was amazing and was the atmosphere. Everyone was on the dance floor having a good time. People were "jerkin'," "krumpin'," "bumpin'," and "grindin'". It was the place to be.

Ryan Varela, Ethan Bowlen, Mack Owings, Karla Manabat, and Rodney Manabat gettin' ready before the dance. Especially Karla.
Hey Kayhi...

What’s your favorite dance move?

Carlo Credito, Dylon Daniels, and Ian Fultz bustin’ a move with the Human Dance!

Left: Larry Mestas
Below: Jolynda Hill bustin’ out the Can-Opener and Rhianna Glasser gettin’ down with the Scuba Diver.

Mike Schaffer and Stacey Wolley coolin’ down the huss with the Sprinkler!

Mrs. Kern Polka-ing...

And Mr. Middag struts his stuff doing the Funky Chicken!

While Alex Jones Sizzles...

Ms. Roppel coming after you with the Alligator!

Left: Mrs. Bowlan and Mrs. Whyte doing The Vogue.

Right: Hans Hubbard doing The Worm!

Right: Spring Moon, Lacey Murphy, Lailanie Manabat, and Alli Monticello Backin’ That Booty Up!

The Leaders of our school, Mr. Rath and Mr. Nelson, dancing the Tango in the Commons!
Senior Walk In: An assembly where the seniors show the freshman who's boss!

Class of 2010!

Sara Patton showing off her "prisoner" Cassidy Patton.

Isaac Updike, Phillip Johnston, Kathleen Reno, Tyler Shaw, Ciara Patton, and Tyler Bell rockin' their togas.

Sandy Gunderson, Chandler Porter, Connor Jepson, Karley Lesko, and Jodie Gatti flash us their pearly whites.

Sarah Kitsmiller with her freshman Nichole Muesel.

The seniors stream into the gym with their freshman.
Left: Pep Club Vice President Dylon Daniels lays down the rules for the relay.

Right: Alex Jones pitches for a new mascot.

Erin Doherty, Craig Jackson, Ryan Varella, and Jeff Whicker get ready to start the relay.

Niles Coupéronstuffing his face during the relay.

The senior class cheerin' it up!
Coaches: Bill McLaughlin and Matt Hamilton

THE WRESTLERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Weight Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carlo Credi</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Fultz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillip Johnston</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Kleinschmidt</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Marsh</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Sanford</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Karlson</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Hamilton</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Rud</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillough Mackey</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Streeper-Straight</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Swiger</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Ojeda</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Chadwell Jr.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Collins</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William DeBoer</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Lontz</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Ring</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garret Rossing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jimmy Seibel</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalton Spear</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

October 28th - Wrestling season began
October 9th - Home Wrestling Duals/Fundraiser
October 13th - Rent-A-Wrestler Fundraiser
October 15-17th - Matches in Metlakatla
October 21-24 - Matches in Anchorage
October 29 - 31 - Matches in Mt. Edgecumbe
November 5-7 - Matches in Wrangell
November 20-21 - Bill Weiss Home Tournament
December 4-6 - Wrestling Regionals in Petersburg
December 10-12 - Wrestling State Finals

"I remember when we went to Sitka and coach was cheering while wearing a Snuggle." - Nick Swiger
Senior Carnival
Class of 2010

GAMES! FUN! FOOD!

The Seniors of 2010 put on a great Senior Carnival and even cleaned up in record time!

Brittany Purschwitz and Sandy Lunderson at the Duck Pond

Danielle Watson and Shelayne Greaves work at the Plinko Game

Connor Jepson, Chandler Porter, and Kayla Howe getting ready for the big night!

Dillon Kalkins working on the Frisbee Throw sign.

Right: Tanner Thomas, Isaac Updike, Bryan Moody, and Danielle Watson chop wood for the traditional Woodhog Raffle Tickets.

Danielle Rodriguez, Liezel Kintana, and Jayna Blanchard

Woodhogs!
Patrick Day, Roy Fang, Jeff Whicker, and Dave Kline.

Isaac Updike, Tyler Elliott, and Simon Brooks wear matching Kayhi Soccer uniforms for the Soccer booth.

Juniors also helped out in the little kids gym...

Tessa Seierup and Sarah Eichner ran the Chef's Chicken Chuck Game together.

Karla Manabat, Crystal Blair, and Alli Montecillo helped clean up!

Laura Kelly and Rachel Koons ran the Blackjack Booth.

**BINGO!**

The theme for BINGO this year was "Barnyard Bingo." They did an outstanding job and looked fabulous in their cowgirl outfits!

Above: Megan Johnson, Rhianna Glasser, and Hannah Hall by their fish booth while showing off the awesome costumes they made.

Tina Woolley, Devin Kleinschmidt, Cody DeSpain, and Briana Guenther in charge of the tattoos.
It's that feeling you get when you enter a school, attend a game, or watch a pep rally. The feeling that everyone is proud of their team, their school, and the students that attend there; past, present, and future. It's the excitement in the air, an invisible electricity that seems to emanate from everywhere. It's pride, it's camaraderie, and it's the involvement of everyone in the community. It's what sets some schools apart. It's what makes school memories so precious, and even though you can't define it in one word, you know it when you see it, hear it, and feel it. It's what possesses some people to paint their faces in their school colors, wear outrageous wigs, tattoo animal footprints on their bodies, or do a wave dance in the stands.

That's school spirit.

Love birds Chas Allen and Danielle Rodriguez dressed up as Michelle and Barack Obama.

Carlos Credito, Ben Roth, Riley Gass, Dalton Spear, and William Deboer showing their school spirit.

Jay Shock dressed up as a female soccer player and Travis Taylor dressed up as the Lakers’ Gail Goodrich.

Tina Woolley and Niles Corporon posing for the camera on Halloween.
The Kayhi band and choir came together for their annual Fall concert in November. The two groups had great pieces and were a joy to hear. The band played a Godzilla tribute with an added slideshow. It was an outstanding crowd pleaser.

Above: John Sullivan and Jessica Thomas belt out an amazing duet.

Niles Corporon dazzles the crowd with his beautiful voice.

Chazz Gist playing the string bass.

Top Rows: Trevor Pruitt, John Sullivan, Austin Kalkins, and Laura Brandt-Erichsen.
Bottom Row: Garrett Blasingame, Chase Thomas, and Andrew Bolton.
FALL AMSG

MEMBERS:
Ryan Varela
Kris Santos  Axel Pearson
Briana Guentker
Charles Klein  Alex Jones

The “men” of Fall AMSG

ABOVE: The amazing students and advisors at this year’s Fall Conference

AMSG: Alaska Association of Student Governments. This year’s Fall Conference was very productive for AMSG. The team brought up some very bold and innovative resolutions/documents stating what they wanted changed in Alaska, and the resolutions about “Banning Trans Fats” and “Proper Disposal of Cigarette Butts” passed. Charlie Klein was also elected to the Executive Board as the Public Relations Rep!!!

Bri discussing the issues of the schools during RSVP

Kris, Charlie, and Axel debating the issues.

Ryan cheesin’ with the E-Board and facade

The lovely advisor for Kayla, Ms. Reppel.
"I did do my homework, what are you talking about? I just didn't write it down."
- Kelli Lecornu

"We were too busy watching Hannah Montana to do our homework."
- Jenessa Albertson and Jennifer Chaudhary

"I don’t need an excuse! I always do my homework."
- Brittany Thompson

"We didn’t finish our homework because we were dancin' it up."
- Dylan Christianson and Haley Widness
Winter came early this year, the first snow fall in the end of October. We kicked off the season with Basketball, Wrestling, the KTB Nutcracker performance, the Winter Music Concert, Talent Show, Homecoming, and the annual Clarke Cochrane Christmas Classic Tournament. We didn't get quite as much snow as the previous year but we definitely got our fair share of winter fun.

Kayhi’s Boys Varsity basketball game.

2010 Talent Show.

Above: ACDC preparing for their big meet.

Kayhi Band and Choir join together in their December concert.

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
Ethan Bowle, Sy Hovik, Deandra Banie, Anne Schuerger, Haley Widness, and Alec Pankow enjoy a day of their break ice skating over on Pennock.

Kayhi's Ladies JV baskeball team.

Kayhi's classic Christmas tree.

Homecoming 2009.

Carlo Credito going in for the win.
The 2009 - 2010 basketball season began with a lot of questions. With only one returning player with a good amount of varsity playing time last year, the Kayhi Kings boys basketball team was up for a tough season with a roster that had very little experience. Despite this disadvantage, the Kings were highly ranked in the State throughout most of the season. With Region V returning to three teams, the Kayhi Kings had a new conference rival, Thunder Mountain High School. The team travelled throughout the state and also across borders to play in a number of tournaments and to play their conference games. It was a great season for the Kayhi Kings, as they played their hearts out every game. GO KINGS!
Far Left: Keagan Lervick gets ready to inbound the ball.
Left: Alex Karlson rips down a board against the Chieftains.
Below: Mark Dulan pulls up for a jumper against Juneau-Douglas.

Below: Fredrick Seludo eyes the rim during a free throw attempt.

The Kayhi Kings JV & C teams had a new look season, with two new coaches, Cole Maxwell and Jason Williams, and also some new faces on the team. Incoming freshmen, some new sophomores, and a few added seniors freshened up the team this year. The highlight of the season was having a spot on the big stage with their own JV bracket in the famous Clarke Cochrane Christmas Classic.

Above: Getting ready to line up for some free throws.
Right: Alex Williams playing some tough "D" against Klawock during the CCCC.

Left: Jeionte Gunn sets up the offense during a game in Petersburg.
Lady Kings Junior Varsity and C team players sure know how to get that ball in the basket. Like usual, the cheerleaders, pep band and pep club were there to cheer them on, but these ladies know how to shoot the hoop. Shoot, shoot, the hoop.

WOW... I am such a balla.

Yeah, I am so over this...

I've got a feelin'...

Man, my cheeks hurt...

Mine too! Can we be done yet?

Gosh, Subway sounds good

Guys, I'm not too sure how I feel about tonight.

"Being on the girls' basketball team this year has been amazing. I love playing with my awesome older sister Shelayne, and beating last year's record of zero wins has been pretty sweet too!" - Brindalyn Greaves

Name | Grade
---|---
Jennessa Albertson | 10
Selena Barajas | 11
Mikayla Brown-Harrison | 9
Lindsay Boster | 10
Elizabeth Carson | 9
Hannah Carson | 10
Inga Christensen | 10
Brindalyn Greaves | 9
Kasey Henry | 10
Valena Johnson | 10
Bayley Lindgren | 9
Cassidy Patton | 9
Jenessa Porter | 11
Shiree Sells | 10
Shyanne-Marie Singstad | 10
Maria April Visenio | 11
Alyson Walker | 9
Allissa Webber | 9
Hayley Wright | 10

Coaches: Karen Lane & Reid Stovall

All photos aside from group pictures courtesy of David Albertson
VARSITY was on fire this year, and the seniors dominated the
court. The team had some mad
defense, possessed wheels like a
Kawasaki (VROOM... VROOM),
and even knew how to put it up
and in, and over the rim. On
top of everything, they played
as a team and always gave 'em
the fin. Go Kings!

Name | Grade
--- | ---
Crystal Blair | 12
Erin Doherty | 11
Alexis Edwardson | 12
Melissa Elliott | 10
Shelayne Greaves | 12
Jessica Moss | 11
Lucy Ortiz | 11
Ciara Patton | 12
Kathleen Reno | 12
Tess Seierup | 12

Coaches: Kelly Smith, Karen
Lane and Reid Stovall
Manager: Karla Manabat

"Basketball has been
amazing this year. The
team's comradery is
outstanding, and it was
awesome beating JDHS
on their home court by
only three points. WE
ROCK!" - Lucy Ortiz
Hey Team!

This season has been a blast! We're going to miss each and every one of you so much! You've all made this season a memorable one, but remember, no season is ever the same so make sure to live it up now and have lots of fun! Good luck, and make us proud next year!

Love,
Your 2010 Seniors
What most people don't know about the K-highlites is how much dedication they have for what they do. They spend numerous hours practicing to perfect each performance, they strive to do their personal best in school, and enjoy working with children in and outside of the Ketchikan community.

This season the K-highlites worked hard to prepare for the Region V tournament in Sitka, they made sure their make-up was perfect, hair was done, and smiles ready for the pesky paparazzi!

After regionals the team traveled to Portland, Oregon to compete in the PAC West National Competition; there they performed a hip-hop routine that demanded attention and showed that "the girls (and boys) were on the dance floor."

Seniors
Alli Montecillo, Bianca Nacionales, Lailanie Manabat, and Laura Kelly

Juniors
Frannie Gierard and Louise Bryant

Sophomores
Amy Owings, Brittany Thompson, Calla Rodriguez, Ciera Stanley, Morgan Enright, Precious Buendia, and Shermell Malaban

Freshman
Aurora Prutsman, Alysha Cadlente, Emma Scott, James Buendia, Jamie-Lynn Paule, and Nathan Buendia
Seniors

Jolynda Hill, Sara Yonker, Taylor Davis, Ashley Davis, Hayley Morin, Emily Bryant, Jessica Hines, Lacey Murphy, Jessica Thomas, Jenny Youngberg, Danielle Rodriguez, Amanda Youngberg.

Tookinner we stand, together we fall, all for one and one for all.

Taylor Davis, Amanda Youngberg, and Emily Bryant (Not pictured)

Right: The 2009-2010 Captains: Jolynda Hill, Jenny Youngberg, and Amanda Youngberg.
Cheerleading is a sport that requires strength, patience, bravery, enthusiasm, and pep. It is challenging and requires many skills. This year was a huge success. The Varsity members went to state for the first time! They did very well and are impressing the community more and more every year.

Junior Varsity Members:
Mary Rose Flores, Katlyn Brooks, Chantel Gordenier, Megan Sheets, Megan Alvey, and Elyzabeth Campbell.

These teams are coached by: Jaylyn Merrill, Mishel Stovall, and Kimberly Cole.
Hey, **Pep Club**

**How do you feel?**

**President:** Crystal Blair

**Vice President:** Dylan Daniels

**Secretary:** Sara Yonker

**Advisor:** Joey Fama

This year's pep club was peppier than ever. From waiting in the rain for the runners to cross that finish line, standing under their umbrellas waiting for a touchdown, sweating their heads off in the sauna-hot swimming pool, showing off their spirit fingers in the stands, to painting their bodies, yelling "Go Kings Go!" Our pep club was always there cheering and supporting our teams no matter what, win or lose! Let's also not forget that this year's pep club won Students of the Week for all the hard work they do. They did a great job making sure the teams felt welcomed and that our own athletes felt loved. Way to go Pep Club!

...We feel good! Oh we feel so good!
PEP BAND MEMBERS:

Soprano Sax: Rachel Funk, Emily Johnson, Shiloh

Alto Sax: Leslie Snodderly, Andy Sullivan

Alto Sax: Janessa Albertson, Kelsey Arriola, Haley Widness,

Trumpets: Inga Christensen, Michael Heitman, Eric Olsen, Joe Truitt, Matthew

Director: Mrs. Cron

Trombones: Dylan Christianson, Eddie Snodderly, and Amelia Copper

Clarinet: Kelsey Turknett and John Turknett

Percussion: Sy Hovik, Kelsey Hill, and Austin Otis

Tuba: Alec Pankow

Bass: Anne Schuerger

HOO! Oh yeah, Oh yeah! HOO!
Visiting teams: (Boys)
- Metlakatla Chiefs
- Klawock Chieftains
- Craig Panthers
- Hydaburg Warriors
- Northpole Patriots
- Eatonville Cruisers

Visiting teams: (Girls)
- Melakatla MissChiefs
- Klawock Lady Chieftains
- Craig Lady Panthers
- Haines Glacier Bears
- North Pole Lady Patriots
- Gig Harbor Tides

The JV Chickas take a breather as they get ready for the next quarter.
Clarke Cochrane Christmas Classic is a tradition Kayhi will always look forward to! The excitement of the different teams entering our own gym gets the crowd pumped up for the games and starts the basketball season and ties the loose ends of the Christmas season. Go Kayhi!
Senior Court

Tyler Elliott & Alexis Edwardson

David Klein & Lailanie Manabat

Dylon Daniels & Megan Johnson

Homecoming 2009
and the winner is.....
The Decathletes for the 2009-2010 school year were Andrea Cooper-Davis, Marco Torres, Michael Healey, Kate Gullomette, Jackie Gotti, Valora Johnson, Moffs Kazer, Deysey Winter, Jordan Flory, Leslie Swalderly, Jonathan Jackoch, and Savannah Cary.

Craig Meeke States
Leslie Swalderly: 1st in essay
Deysey Winter: 2nd in essay, 4th overall
Kate Gullomette: 1st in music, economics and second in interviews, and overall
Moffs Kazer: 1st in Chemistry
Marco Torres: 1st in Speech and 3rd overall

The Decathletes after a long two days of testing.

Jonathan Jackoch getting ready to practice.
It's time to start practicing for Nutcracker 2009.

What's your pre-performance ritual?

- Drink water
- Get dressed
- Eat a snack
- Listen to music
- Do stretches
- Get pumped up!
Talent Show!

Rjike Hill on bass for P.O.P.

Amanda Youngberg and Jessica Thomas

Kratik and Edwards!

WHO, ZZ Top!!

Stand by me!

You don’t have to say love, Brittni Tully!

Tyler Mecham on Piano!

A lovely section of the Cheerleader’s State Routine

Oh, Lolly Pop! Lisa Shill, Kelsey Arniola, and Amelia Coper with Ms. Elliott accompanying

Nice vocals Amelia!

Super MC’s!!

Pink Cloud Project

Yo-yo battle! Greg Williams and Ian Johnson

GO KINGS
Talent Show!

During this year's talent show there were many different groups who participated, a majority of them playing music. There was also Yo-Yoing, some drama, and the cheerleading team who showed their talent!

WINNERS!

FIRST PLACE:  
Ian Johnson & Greg Williams

SECOND PLACE:  
Pink Cloud Project

THIRD PLACE:  
Rosemary Svenson and Elizabeth Graham

HONORABLE MENTION:  
Roy Fang
Jazz Fest is an event that the Jazz Band and Jazz Choir attends in Sitka every year. Here, they have the honor to perform in front of many different schools as well as listening to professional jazz musicians.
The 2009-10 Kayhi DDF team had a great year. Starting with their first tournament in Haines and ending with the State competition at West Anchorage High School. The team was very competitive in both Drama and Debate. Elizabeth Graham, Rosemary Svenson, Austin Kalkins, and Dylan Kalkins did a great job earning high rankings in different drama events. Most notably Graham earned several first place rankings with her Dramatic Interpretation and Solo entries. Svenson and Graham were asked to do a command performance in Haines with their Duo-Interpretation performance. All four drama students went to represent Kayhi at the State event and earned strong marks for their performances.

Kayhi also represented quite well in Debate/Forensics. Brindalyn Greaves and Marco Torres came together to make a phenomenal freshman team as they won first place out of 14 teams at the Juneau meet, where they debated the issue of lobbyists role in American politics. At that same meet Connor Jepson ranked 3rd best speaker amongst 28 speakers, while the team of Crystal Alba and Jodi Gatti finished fourth overall. Sophomore Brendan Stanton and another "phenomenal" freshman Jackson Landis had debate performances throughout the season that proved that Kayhi will continue to have a great debate team for several years to come. The teams of Greaves & Torres, Jepson & Stanton, and Landis & Alba made it all the way to compete at the state event in Anchorage.
It's just an everyday thing...

Kacey Ball can't live without her sugar fix.

Shasha Southmayrd and Hayley Aldness hanging out in the lunch line.

Chandler Grace & Brianna McLoughlin

Crystal Blair (Right)
Faces only mothers could love

Alli Montecillo, 12
No! Don’t take my picture!

Elizabeth Graham, 12
yawning + class = epicness

Simon Brookes, 12
The sophistication of the lens captures my innermost exuberant expression.

Niles Coronon, 12
21mm, you’re out of tape...

Celia Denton, 12
Taaaaaaaaaa-
Daaaaaaa

Nick Anthony, 11
“Don’t chase me around here”
Wake Up!
It's 3 quarters past 5
Gotta wake up music
If you wanna survive.
Shower, grab a pop tart
and walk out the door
30 seconds late
is what you shoot for.
Hummin' tunes all day in my head
Music in the morning
gets me out of bed.
- Alec Rankow

Jazz band is an exciting and an interesting way to start the day. It's great playing trombone when I'm half asleep.
- Eddie Snedderly

Jazz band is fun but zero hours is super early. I wouldn't wake up for a class like government, that's for sure.
- Chazz Gist

While others are sleeping soundly, Sy plays the real version of Rockband

Alec enjoys walks on the beach, chick flicks and playing the piano at 7 am.

Andy Sullivan, Leslie Snedderly, Louise Bryant
Jazz choir was always good to ya
We flew over the mountains
And the seas with our wings
Made of notes
Yummy, little notes...
I sang the low tones
While others rang our high
Into the stratosphere,
Space and time.
The lady's fingers danced
Over the keys
While we snapped
In all the right places.
Our voices blend together
To form a tasty smoothie
Of vocal perfection
But that's just how we roll...
With syllables on our faces
And music in our skulls.
Jazz Choir, Owwuui Chica Chikahhh!
- Justin Hoyt & John Sullivan

Days without jazz choir are like days without socks - awkward, uncomfortable, and sticky.
- Ayanna Cooper
Wind Ensemble

Janessa Albertson, Kelsey Arndt, Louise Bryant, Inga Christensen, Dylan Christenson, Jaren Escueita, Allen Estrin, Destiny Elsk, Kelsey Fosse, Rachel Funk, Chazz Gist, Kate Guillermette, Gracie Hetman, Andrew Hendrickson, Sy Hovik, Connor Jepson, Emilee Johnson, Austin Kaliks, Gunnar Kelzer, Taylor Mackie, Eric Oden, Lucy Ortiz, Alec Pankow, Anne Schlueter, Jaqueline Simmons, Leslie Snodderly, Royale Snodderly, Andrew Sullivan, Sammy Sullivan, Brittany Thompson, Joe Trullt, John Turknett, Haley Widness, Sonia Winter, Amanda Youngberg, and Alexa Zelensky.

Symphonic Band

Concert Choir is not only a class but a musical family! Each person contributes their own sound to make a great choir. Ms. Elliott teaches these students how to properly use their voices to make music. They perform three concerts a year as well as participating in Music Fest; this year’s was in Juneau!
They put together your dances, and they help out among the school. They get the word out about important issues, and they work hard to make life at Kayhi better for all of us! You elected your officers and representatives, and you chose well!

Keeping dances cool

Data Matches!

Dance, dance!

At the meetings

Committee chairs:
Dance: Lailanie Manabat, Karen Manabat, Sy Hovik, Ethan Bowlen
Recycling: Connor Jepson, Laura Brandt-Erichsen
Student Life: Kris Santos
Ketchikan Community Club: Briana Guenther
Homecoming: Lailanie Manabat, Karen Manabat
Winter Ball: Bianca Nacionales
Leadership: Karen Manabat
Officers:
SBA: Elizabeth Graham, Lailanie Manabat, Laura Brandt-Erichsen, Jeff Whicker
12th: Alli Montecillo, Kris Santos, Karla Manabat
11th: Ryan Varela, Alex Jones, Karen Manabat
10th: Dylan Christianson, Ciera Stanley, Ethan Bowlen
9th: Cassidy Patton, Britta Pihl, Jacob Potts
Pep: Crystal Blair, Dylon Daniels, Sara Yonker
Maritime

Maritime and their fun times.....

From exploring the sea to going to the Misty Fjords, Mr. Collins has taken his class on the ultimate adventure, teaching them many things about boats, water safety, and other useful skills needed to operate a boat safely. Kudos to Mr. Collins for teaching your students all those wonderful skills.

Keagan Lervik

Case Kuikoven
Eric Olsen

Jesse Lindgren
2010 PE & Swimming

Things You Do in P.E:
- Dodge Ball
- Basketball
- Running Stairs
- Badminton
- GAME DAY
- Capture the Flag
- Volleyball
- Tag, Push-ups
- Sit-ups
- Freeze Tag
- Line Tag
- Roller Racers
- Stretching
- Red Rover
- Rope Climbing
- Hammer Ball
- Sharks and Minnows
- Ships and Sailors
- and Swimming!

Jump in!

Pat Day warmin' up

First period swimming relaxin'

Taylor Gates and Mary Keele chillin' in the cold pool

Mary Keele swimmin' laps

Running laps around the gym

Just keep swimming, just keep swimming, swimming, swimming.

6 hour P.E. lining up on the side lines.

I Think I Can

I KNOW I Can
Boys Conditioning
Practice Makes Perfect...

The Trainers!
McClaren and Stockhausen

Bryan Moody working out
those biceps!

Courtesy of Keshikan Public Library and Historical Museums
Girl's conditioning!

Mrs. Carpenter has trained her students to become advanced, top of the line female warriors!

POW!

These powerful ladies have worked hard to achieve their goal by doing various yoga and aerobic moves.

Their wise teacher has taught them how to be healthy and active while having loads of fun! Good job Carpenter!
"Taking the picture is only one of the challenges that film photography creates. But that is why I enjoy it. I like to work hard, be experimental, and always improve myself and my skills. Nothing feels better than developing a great photograph, and an excellent product."

- Jeanette Sweetman

Photo II Film Student
National Honor Society

Leadership  Service  Character  Scholarship

Congratulations on your achievement!

National Honor Society
Designed to recognize prestigious
students who show an outstanding ability
in a visual related fields

President: Spring Moon
Vice President: Jeanette Sweetman
Secretary/Treasurer: Amelia Cooper-Davis

Artists:
Stephanie Alley, 1C
Laura Brandt-Erleisen, 12
Lauren Gates, 1C
Jelynda Hill, 12
Charlene Lauth, 1C
Karley Lesko, 12
Janelle Stacy, 1C
Chase Thomas, 12
Tyler Wharton, 12
Tina Woolley, 12

Officers:
Shelayne Greaves - President
Rachel Funk - Vice President
Courtney Enright - Treasurer
Alli Montecillo - Secretary

Sponsor: Gerald Searzella
Co-Sponsor: Louise Kern

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
So you can draw?

Starving artist? I'm a THRIVING artist.

Sarah Eicher, 12

James Inouye, 12
Simon Brooks, 12

Karley Lecko, 12

Spring Moon, 12

Niki Corporation, 12

More people are employed in visual art industries than all other performing arts and sports combined.

Gunnar Keizer

Jeanette Sweetman, 10

Stephanie Alley, 10

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums.
Elements of Art (Design)
- Line
- Color
- Value (SHAPE)
- Form
- Space
- Texture

Principles of Art (Design)
- Balance
- Pattern
- Movement
- Harmony
- Proportion
- Rhythm
- Variety
- Emphasis
- Gradation
- Unity

Sculpture & Pottery

Inspired by Demi Moore and Patrick Swayze in the movie "Ghost," Kayhi students create three-dimensional masterpieces with their own two hands in this class. Not only do they use clay, but also glass, wire, cardboard, and many other things. Creations range from simple paper structures to complex clay pots.

Students working hard!

Jeffrey Whicker, 12
Michael Foley, 10
Tylers Wharton, 12
Chrystina Jacobsen, 12
Edward Nix, 11
William Williams, 12
Karla Manabat, 12

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museum
Drama, Drama, Drama

Shall I compare thee to a summer's day?

Dillon Kolker doing a karate chop.

Elizabeth Graham leads the daily warm-up.

Dillon Kolker sitting around.

Avery Kolker taking a nap.

Avery Kolker, Rosemary Sweeny, and Elizabeth Graham rehearsing a play.

James Buentel and Elizabeth Graham

We're gonna be stars!
Piano is a class for all those students who want to learn or continue learning the art of playing piano. People of all skill levels joined this class to improve their talent and wow their audience.

Take a bow!

John Sullivan
The auto class is a great opportunity for those who are interested in cars! These students work very hard and learn lots about the technology. Mr. Sweetman teaches his students not only how to work with cars and engines, but also the safety!

Come on boys! Take a break from your two hour class and chill for a group shot!
Wood Working and Drafting

"Wood working was the bomb! I had so much fun and I made some awesome things in Mr. Thomas's class. You rock Mr. Thomas!"

Ava Catlett

"Mr. Thomas has done more than ever with his woodworking and drafting classes. He has really added to his students' construction skills. All of his students have worked very hard to get where they are now."

Devin Klienschmidt

Daniel Mestas

Zachary Reinhardt

Jeffery Whitman

Tyler Duckett

Zachary Reinhardt, Paul Forrester
In Culinary the students learn about kitchen safety, sanitation, basic knife skills, recipes, food preparation, different cooking methods, nutrition, and customer service, and they even help fundraisers going on in the community.
There are two ProTech classes taught at Kayhi this year. The regular ProTech class is taught by Mr. Powell and the Theatre Tech class is taught by Mr. Kralis. Both classes express their work throughout our school in such things as: the Graduation slideshow, random videos, music videos, assemblies, talent shows, community performances, and much more.
Madame Z is awesome at what she does and her students love all the artistic activities that are a part of the class. Her unique style of teaching enables her students to not only remember or memorize the language, but to learn how to really understand it and recognize it. This year, as tradition, the French students made masks and wore them in a fantastic Mardi Gras parade! The Advanced French kids joined in making art; marionettes!

Being creative in French! Woo hoo! Atta boy! Now.....can you speak the lingo?

Kids in their killer masks!

Hala!

Zackery Lontz

Katrina Monta
Destiny Fisk
Chrystina Jacobson

Bekah Bowers
Elizabeth Graham

Joe Truitt
Leslie Snodderly

Jeanette Sweetman
Mrs. Woodward and Mr. McLaren worked extra hard with their Spanish classes this year. They had many students in their classes that were eager to learn.

**Spanish**

They taught their students how to make salsa and to learn not only the Spanish language but also to learn and acknowledge the Spanish culture.

**Hola**

Brianna McLaughlin
Shermeli Malabanan
Sanford Ohison
Enriqueta Hill
Mara Punongbayan

**Marco Torres**
**Rachael Gass**

Jaycerine Claudio
Joron Whilton
Valena Johnson
Shyanne-marie Singstad
2010 Vocational Medical class receiving their $10,000 grant from the hospital.
"I love Kayhi!"
-Kody Rhodes (Gr. 12)
Clubs around the school

Recycling Club meets every two weeks to collect recycled paper from the bins located throughout the school. They have also collected garbage that was scattered outside the school. Way to go!

Ketchikan Community Club gathers whenever the opportunity arises for them to help out in their community. For instance, they have helped out at the Pioneer Home and served soup at the homeless shelter.

Arts Around the School plans on making a mural for the senior class of 2010.

Rotary Interact Club does volunteer work to help out in their community. They have volunteered at the Pioneer Home, held a pie auction, and sung Christmas Carols at long-term care.

The Student Life Committee keeps students informed about what's going on in the school around them.

Arts Club gathers every Wednesday in Madame Z's room to sketch it up.
Sam Nelson
Principal

Mike Rath
Vice Principal

Kelli Carlin-Augur
Attendance Office

Gary Boatwright
Rebecca Bowlen
Amy Bowman
Sarah Campbell
Shawnmarie Carpenter
Sharon Clepper

Rick Collins
Julie Cron
Michael Cron
Kerri Deal
Peter Dwyer
Doug Edwards

Trina Elliot
Jaida Espinoza
Bob Eubanks
Joey Fama
Mary Hageman
Melissa Hays

Larry Jackson
Jorgan Johannsen
Jennifer Karlik
Louise Kern
Don Kralis
Ingeborg Kummant

Julie Landwehr
Mary Larsen
Erik Lopez
Allegra Machado
and son Maxim
Cole Maxwell
Bob McClory
Karen Lane  
Registrar

Loreli Richardson  
Office Manager

Lynn Wadley  
Activities Director

Steve McLaren  
Larry Mestas  
Greg Middag  
Cheryl Neuhart  
D. Jay O’Brien  
Dan Ortiz

Lori Ortiz  
Barbara Pearce  
Sean Powell  
Cherry Rice  
Randy Roberts  
Rosie Roppel

Gerald Scarzella  
Eric Stockhausen  
Sally Stockhausen  
Susan Stone  
Mishel Stoval  
David Sweetman

Steve Thomas  
Jessica Wallen  
Bill Whicker  
Bruce White  
Terri Whyte  
Ann Widness

Leigh Woodward  
Kathleen Yates  
Myra Zelensky
Teacher Superlatives
Because teachers need to win things too.

Flyest Kicks
Mr. Roberts

Best Hair
Ms. Karlik
Mr. Kroll

Former Lives of the Party
Ms. MacNudo
Mr. Madday

Best
Ms. Deal
Mr. Dwyer

Excited About Teaching
Ms. Hagemyer
Ms. Elliott

Dressed
Mr. DeWolfe

Best Car
Mr. Scarzella

Principal’s Pet
Mr. Rath
Mr. Bowlen

Madame Z
Teachers and Students

having a blast together

David Bargaron hackin' it up with Mr. Howard.

Mr. Fava congratulating Tyler Teasley for answering correctly.

Valena Johnson receives a lecture from Mr. O'Brien.

Madaya Z. throws her eyeball at Elizabeth Graham.

Alexis Edwardson, Tess Salerup, and Laci Marsden get to sculpting with Mrs. Kern.

Mr. Scarzella teaches a future photographer, Lucas Updike, how to adjust his lens.
Introducing:
The best of 'em all!
The Class of 2013

Faith Clark preparing for an AK Studies quiz.

Alissa Bezenek and Britta Phil hard at work in French I.

Above: Mac Owings doing warm-ups for Health.

Dalton Spear getting ready to throw a football across the court for a competition during a pep assembly.

Left: Paige Schaffer preparing salsa in Mrs. Woodward's Spanish class.

Freshman required classes:
Alaska Studies and Health

Kable Lervick, Mikayla Brown-Harrison, and Gabe Creasy learning to make salsa in Spanish I.

Many freshmen take French I or Spanish I as elective language classes.

The annual Class Act tug-of-war!

Every freshman goes through the Class Act program. The program is a fun way for the freshmen to get to know their way around the school. During the process, freshmen participate in lunch meetings with their mentors as well as relay days.

Jacob Potts and Emma Scott show off their CD covers made for Mrs. Stone's AK Studies class.
School is great because I love spending time with my two coolest cousins, Rachel and Shawna. Plus, baller's like me get straight A's! - Brien Auger

School is okay, but this building needs way more bathrooms! - Katlyn Brooks
"Tons of drama related to boys and lost friends" - Brittni Tully
So fresh, so clean, class of 2013!

Charlie Klein at AASG in Anchorage 2009.

Paige Schaffer daydreaming in Mrs. Stone's Alaska Studies class.

Marco Torres
Brittni Tully-Dapcevich
Cody Updike
Ricky Voelz

Alyson Walker
Alissa Webeg
Gregory Williams
Stacey Woolley
Incento Yacovelli

Isabel Stephens
Damion Sternord
Spencer Strassburg
Elisha Thomas

Faith Clark warming up at Sitka High

Cable Lerwick putting the pedal to the metal at the Ketchikan Cross Country Meet.
As the Sophomore Class of 2012, we have officially survived our first year of high school. We as a class now have a better footing within the school. No more getting lost on our first day. We finally got over the fear of that senior square. Now we are in the year of no worries. Granted we're not at the top quite yet, but we definitely are not at the BOTTOM!
"Quitters never win and winners never quit." - Nick Swiger

Juan Robles, Dylan Christianson, Melissa Elliott, 10, having fun during lunch!

Mary Baker
Kacey Ball
Marvin Barr

Spencer Barr
Austin Bolton
Sherry Bongot
Dion Booth
Isabella Booth
Dalton Boothman

Ethan Bowlen
Precious Buendia
Lindsay Buster
Jaetzi Calderon
Dylan Carlson
Hannah Carson

Ava Cadlett
Kyrie Chandler
Sierra Chandler
Inga Christensen
Dylan Christianson
Jaycerine Claudio

Gage Criscola
Devin Cabano
Kyle Day
Ryker Dial

Jack Dodson
Alec DuBry
Mark Anthony Dulay
Aroon Duncanson

"If you're not living life on the edge then you are taking up too much space." - Juan Robles
"Think loving, be loving, act loving." -Caroline Peterson

"Be who you are, and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter, and those who matter don't mind." -Mary Keele
"What did the acorn say when it grew up? Gee I'm a tree." - Oracle Hiltman

Jayden Jacobsen
Zachariah Janusiewicz
Corey Jepson
Valena Johnson
William Johnson
Jacob Jones

Tyler Jones
Mary Keele
Daniel Kenyon
Mary Jane Kintana

Peter Kotrc
Case Knikhooven
Charlene Lauth
Emily Lloyd

Sydney Locklear
Luchia Lopez
Tyanne Loptien
Shiloh Mackey
Shermeli Malabanan
Thomas Mann

Brianna McLaughlin
Tyler Mecham
Demetri Merculief

Bjorn Michaeelsen
Ellis Miller
Mitchell Miller

Demetrius Milne
Salvador Ochoa
Sanford Ohlson
Brandon Ojeda
Victoria Ojeda
Eric Olsen

"We're going to need a whole lot of gnomes." - Lindsay Buster
"Sophomore year beats freshman year by far. You feel like you have a place in the school and you are way more comfortable. I think we learn a lot freshman year and when you come back for sophomore year you are a lot more mature." - Clara Stanley

Amy Owings
Alec Pankow
Courtney Paul

Anita Pechay-Seludo
Justin Perro
Tasha Perry

Geneva Peters
Adam Peterson
Caroline Peterson
Ellie Potter
Andrew Powers-Toribio
Jessica Pringle

Mara Punongbayan
Luke Purschwitz
Tyler Rhodes-Nygard
Juan Robles
Caila Rodriguez
Katelynn Ross

Ian Rud
Jeremy Schenk
Shawn Schuessler
Shiloh Schum
Shiree Sells
Frankie Jay Seludo

Frederick Seludo
Brandi Shaffer
Megan Sheets
Albert Shields

Jay Shock
Nikkoles Silva
Shyanne-Marie Singstad
Andie Skultka

Ms. Roppel's English II class!
"Real Friends stab you in the front." - Eric Olsen

Janelle Stacy
Wyatt Stall
Ciera Stanley
Brendan Stanton
Carl Starkloff

Devon Steward
Tori Stewart
Seddy Streep-Straight
Rosemary Svenson
Jeanette Sweetman
Nicholas Swiger

Claire Tacker
Jacquelyn Taylor
Travis Taylor
Tylar Teasley
Brittany Thompson
Marc Tiamzon

John Turknett
Nicholas Vermillion
Tre Weis
Kelsey West

Michelle Weston
Louis Whicker
Jake Whitesides
Jessica Williams

Sonja Winter
Hayley Wright
Mekena Wurtzke
Shay Wurtzke
Amanda Youngberg
Alexa Zelensky

Jesse Stout
Ian Vossen

"All the ladies want me!" - Dion Booth
They've made it through three years and have only have one more year to go! The class this year has been very involved. They helped out with senior carnival, cheered on the Kayhi Kings, and participated in many sporting events through out the year.

Erin Doherty and Alex Jones hanging out in the hall before class.

Shawna Hofmann and Deandra Banic show off their outfits on twin day.

Desiray Smith, Brianna McLaughlin, and Kelli-Anne Johnston take static while watching Kayhi's Finest wrestle.
"2010 is an AWESOME class." - Geraldine Watson

Thomas Alexander
Charles Allen
Ogden Anzueto
Johnpaul Areniego
Blake Bachant
Elizabeth Bacot

Neil Bair
Deandra Baine
Selena Barajas
Jeremy Barrett

Sullivan Barry
Conor Basham
Tre Beaupre
Timothy Berry

Garrett Blasingame
Amanda Bolton
Louis Boneta
Devin Boyce
Stephanie Brown
Louise Bryant

Vanessa Budge
Alexandra Chapman
Jennifer Chaudhary

Sarah Clark
Ryan Clothier
Crystal Covault

Victoria Crabtree
Breanna Delaney
James Dickey
Erin Doherty
Tyler Duckett
Austin Duckworth

Haley Widness and Emilee Johnson enjoying the ever so short lunch.

Mandy Newell, Taylor Hicks, and Deandra Baine working hard in their favorite class.

"Kayhi is fun but I can’t wait to leave." - Haley Johanson
"School is a place of learning."
- Jennifer Chaudhary

"Life in high school is spontaneous."
- Crystal Covault
"Senior year here we come!" - 2011

Zachary Reinhardt
Dillon Ripley
Skylur Rohweder
Benjamin Roth
Molly Royer
Deamaca Samalot
Samaporn Sanongkun
Anne Schuerger
Nicholas Shatsev
Jared Simmons
Dawn Smith
Desiray Smith
Stasha Southmayd
"Nathan Steinberg
Captain Stewart-Burton
Hamish Struthers
Andrew Sullivan
Kenneth Swaim
Jordan Tarraant-Wilks
Jessica Thompson
Michael Thompson
Joseph Truitt
Jacob Trumble
Ashley Turner
Rayan Varela
Maria April Viscnio
Samantha Walters
Bai Wei Wang
Geraldine Watson
Chelsie Weihing
Amber Whisman
Joron Whitten
Haley Widness
Alexander Williams
Daniel Williams
Stacey Williams
Dorsey Winter
Dennis Wright
Introducing the best
class of them all...

Seniors only! Government class is a rite of passage on your way to graduating from KHS. Seniors are taught about laws and politics in order to prepare themselves for the real world of voting. Passing this class means smooth sailing to receiving a diploma.

Congrats Class of 2010. You finally made it!
Crystal Alba
"Ain’t no other way to play the game the way I play."
-Snoop Dogg

Maria Baker
"Never be unfaithful to the one you love."
-Anonymous

Travis Beaty
"It is better I think, to grab at the stars than to sit flustered because you know you can’t reach them... At least he who reaches will get a good stretch, a good view, and perhaps even a low-hanging apple for his efforts."
-R.A. Salvatore

Tyller Bell
"We ride together, we die together. Bad boys for life."
-Tyller Bell and Jace Scudero

David Bergeron
"Everyone dies, but not everyone lives."
-Bucky

Crystal Blair
"I know what I want and I want it now."
-Mr. Vain by Culture Beat

Kelsey Arriola
"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is no path and leave a trail."
-Anonymous

Steven Benson
"There are no stupid questions, just stupid people."
-Anonymous

Denny Blair

Go Class of 2010!

Jayna Blanchard
"Those who danced were thought to be quite insane by those who could not hear the music."
-Angela Monet
"Tell me I can't, and I'll show you I can."
-Anonymous

"A man reserves his true and deepest love not for the species of woman in whose company he finds himself electrified and enkindled, but for that one in whole company he may feel tenderly drowsy."
-George Jean Nathan

"If not now, when?"
-Hillel the Elder

"Time is but the stream I go a-fishing in."
-Henry David Thoreau

"Simply put, put water on the fire and things get better."
-Kevin Trost

"What the heck?!
-Mr Scarzella

"You don't get something for nothing, you don't get freedom for free, you won't get wise with the sleep still in your eyes, no matter what your dreams might be."
-Rush

"My computer beats me at checkers, but I sure beat it at kickboxing."
-Emo Phillips

When you look at your life, the greatest happinesses are family happinesses.
-Dr. Joyce Brothers

"Now sometimes you're up and sometimes you're down. When you find that you're down just look around, you still got a body, good legs and fine feel, get your head in the right place and hey, you're complete!"
-Great American Jackalope (Incredibles)
Amelia Cooper-Davis

"Who's the more foolish, the fool or the fool who follows him?"

-Obi-Wan Kenobi

Niles Corporon

"Portraits hung in empty halls, frameless heads on nameless walls, with eyes that watch the world and can't forget"

-Don McLean

Carlo Credito

"Everyone has a photographic memory. Some people just don't have any film."

-Anonymous

Andrew Davis

"Every rose has its thorn."

-Poison

Ashley Davis

"If there ever comes a day when we can't be together, keep me in your heart, I'll stay there forever."

-Winnie the Pooh

Dylon Daniels

"If you haven't, you should, cause this is fun, and fun is good."

-Dr. Seuss

Partick Day

"Love's best when it hurts so good."

-Jimmy Brooks

Celia Denton

"And you can tell Rolling Stone Magazine my last words were... I dig music."

-Russel Hammond

Cody DeSpain

"Eat, drink, and be merry for tomorrow you may die."

-Traditional Proverb

Brittany DeCourcey

"The monsters make me hide / Perhaps I'll eat myself alive / Internally there's nothing left for me to be."

-Chiasm
"It is better to be hated for what you are than to be loved for what you are not."
- Andre Gide

"Character is higher than intellect. A great soul will be strong to live as well as think."
- Ralph Waldo Emmerson

"Obstacles are the things we see when we take our eyes off our goals."
- Zig Ziglar

"If it's possible for one person to be hurt by another, then it's possible for that person to be healed by another as well."
- Hatori Sohma
(Fruits Basket)

"If it's possible for one person to be hurt by another, then it's possible for that person to be healed by another as well."
- Anonymous

"It is better to be hated for what you are than to be loved for what you are not."
- Courtney Enright

"Pressure makes diamonds."
- General George S. Patton

"Don't be afraid to wear the foolish clown face."
- Frank Sinatra

"I don't regret the things that I have done. I only regret the things I didn't do when I had the chance."
- Anonymous

"Nobody can go back and start a new beginning, but anyone can start today and make a new ending."
- Margarita Robinson

"Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds."
- Albert Einstein
"One day your life is going to flash before your eyes. Make sure it is worth watching."

-Author Unknown

"In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life: it goes on."

-Robert Frost

"Don't you forget about me."

-Simple Minds

"Go Class of 2010!"

-Anonymous

"Bodily decay is gloomy in prospect, but of all human contemplations the most abhorrent is body without mind."

-Thomas Jefferson

"Why is my cheek bruised?"

-San G.

"The meaning of life is to create love and love creating"

-Anonymous

"Good, better, best. Never let it rest. 'Til your good is better and your better is best."

-St. Jerome
Rebecca Green

“To be yourself in a world that is constantly trying to make you something else is the greatest accomplishment.”

-Unknown

Daniel Gudgeon

“Duck tape is like the force; it has a light side and a dark side, and it holds the universe together.”

-Unknown

Briana Guenther

“I’m on a constant quest to be the best that I can be.”

-Kikkan Randal

Sandy Gunderson

“Life’s a climb, but the view is great!”

-Hannah Montana

Jared Hahling

“Emancipate yourself from mental slavery, none but ourselves can free our minds.”

-Bob Marley

Josh Hahn

“That which does not break me can only make me stronger.”

-Friedrich Nietzsche

TJ Hammersland-Torres

“If you love swimming, give it 100% and work your hardest at it, but make sure you’re loving it.”

-Ian Crocker

Kyle Head-Bethel

“It’s better to ask for forgiveness than permission.”

-Anonymous

Kate Guillemette

“We must strive to be more than we are. It is not the ultimate goal, but the effort that shapes us.”

-Lt. Commander Data (Star Trek: The Next Generation)

Hannah Hall

“There’s no point in being grown up if you can’t be childish sometimes.”

-Dr. Who
Kyle Heaton

"If you're not first, you're last."

-Ricky Bobby

Amanda Hendricks

"The greatest mistake you can make in life is to be continually fearing you will make one."

-Anonymous

Jessica Hines

"I have heard there are troubles of more than one kind. Some come from ahead and some come from behind. But I've bought a big but. I'm all ready you see. Now my troubles are going to have troubles with me!"

-Dr. Seuss

Go Class of 2010!

Michael Hosley

James Inouye

"Got Match?"

-Those who have Match

Keizer Henderson

"Just because I'm a god doesn't mean I can't smite anybody."

-Church
( Red vs. Blue)

Jolynda Hill

"Memory is a way of holding onto the things you love, the things you are, the things you never want to lose."

-The Wonder Years

Kayla Howe

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."

-Eleanor Roosevelt

Johannes Hubbard

"High school is like toilet paper, you never miss it until it's gone."

-Anonymous

Justin Hoyt

"Think of the person you'd like to be, ask yourself why, when you're both going to die."

-Ryan Grisham
"Anyone that says sunshine is the only cause of happiness has never danced in the rain."

-Anonymous

"Don't be pushed by your problems, be led by your dreams."

-Anonymous

"It is easy to be the person you have always been, for it requires no change, no self-reflection, and no growth. It may appear that changing yourself requires giving up something. In reality, there is no need to give up anything; you must simply add to what has been."

-Anonymous

"Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you didn't do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover."

-Mark Twain

"Dreams are not lost, Others just hide and take them away from you."

-Anonymous

"When life gives you a hundred reasons to cry, give it a thousand reasons to smile."

-Anonymous

"When once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your eyes turned skyward, for there you have been, and there you will always long to return."

-Leonardo Da Vinci

"It's better to be a first-rate version of yourself instead of a second-rate version of somebody else."

-Anonymous
Devin Kleinschmidt
"I have tasted victory and I have been stung by defeat, but I will not quit."
- John Cena

Jearielyn Layague
"People don't realize that victory is the child of struggle, that joy blossoms from suffering, and redemption is a product of sacrifice."
- Dr. Jose P. Rizal

Karley Lesko
"If one drinks much from a bottle marked 'poison', it is almost certain to disagree with one sooner or later."
- Alice

Danny Lord
"I don't have to wait to realize the good ol' days."
- Ziggy Marley

Lailanie Manabat
"In order to succeed, your desire for success must be greater than your fear of failure."
- Bill Cosby

Rodney Manabat
"May the best of your todays, be the worst of your tomorrows."
- Jay-Z

Rachel Koons
"Everything looks perfect from far away."
- The Postal Service

Mattaya LeClere
"Sorry I blew up."
- George Barnes

Zachary Lontz
"Life is like glass, once broken it will never be the same, but it can always be pieced back together into something great."
- Orson Scott Card
Laci Marsden

"The reason most people fail is that they give up what they want most for what they want at the moment."

-Anonymous

Mykayla Martin

If you don't go after what you want, you'll never have it. If you don't ask, the answer is always no. If you don't step forward, you're always in the same place.

-Nora Roberts

Molly Mickel

"I'm good at a lot of things, losing isn't one of them."

-Guy Mickel

Lutan Meredith

"Who you are is how you will live. Don't let others dictate this."

Joseph Miller

"I find the harder I work, the more luck I seem to have."

-Thomas Jefferson

Katrina Monta

"Though it may be a long and lonely climb up the mountain of success, it gives you the time to recognize that life goes by too fast. But it's not too late to live the way you want and to live without regrets."

Bryan Moody

"The future lies before us like paths of pure white snow. Be careful how you treat it for every step will show."

-Anonymous

Alli Montecillo

"Youth is like diamonds in the sun, and diamonds are forever."

-Youth Group

Spring Moon-Harvey

"You laugh at me because I'm different. I laugh at you because you are all the same."

-Jonathan Davis (Korn)

Makena Morales-Hallmark

"This life is a process of learning."

-Lauryn Hill
Jacquelin Moreno
"What does not kill you, makes you strong. What's done is done, now it's time to move on."
-Macira Uchina

Hayley Morin
"Wherever you go, go with all of your heart."
-Confucius

Miles Munhoven
"Don't ask where I fish, because I won't tell you!"
-Anonymous

Lacey Murphy
"I may not have gone where I intended to go, but I think I have ended up where I intended to be."
-Anonymous

Bianca Nacionales
"If you smile when no one else is around, you really mean it."
-Andy Rooney

Andrew Negley
"Only the good die young."
-Iron Maiden

Ciara Patton
"You will always miss 100% of the shots you don't take."
-Peter Hain

Axel Pearson
"Be nice to people on your way up, because you're going to meet the same people on your way down."
-Wilson Mizner

David Peterson

Chandler Porter
"To live is the rarest thing in the world. Most people exist, that is all."
-Oscar Wilde

Go Class of 2010!
Kole Purdy
"Say goodbye to death, hello to eternity, and live for every breath."
-Iron Maiden

Brittany Purschwitz
"Purple haze all in my brain, Lately things don't seem the same, Actin' funny but I don't know why. /'Scuse my while I kiss the sky."
-Jimi Hendrix

Kathleen Reno
"Who knows where life will take you. The road is long, and in the end, the journey is your destination."
-OTH

Danielle Rodriguez
"It doesn't matter if you win or lose, it's how you play the game."
-Anonymous

Jasper Rodgers
"Deep into the darkness peering, long I stood there, wondering, fearing, doubting, dreaming dreams no mortal ever dared to dream before."
-Edgar Allen Poe

Ian Sanchez
"I always knew looking back at the tears would make me laugh, but I never knew looking back at the laughs would make me cry."
-Anonymous

Erik Ruarro
"If you gonna be the best, you have to take out the best."
-Ryan McCarthy
(Never Back Down)

Kris Santos
"Time it was and what a time it was, / A time of innocence, a time of confidences. / Long ago it must be, I have a photograph. / Preserve your memories, they're all that's left of you."
-Simon and Garfunkel

Alanna Schrepel
"All you need is love."
-The Beatles
"When the power of love overcomes the love of power, the world will know peace."
-Jimi Hendrix

"You only live once... but if you live right, once is enough."
-Anonymous

"All your dreams can come true, if you have the courage to pursue them."
-Walt Disney

"Stupid is as stupid does."
-Forrest Gump

"I know it seems hard sometimes, but remember one thing; through every dark night, there’s a bright day after that. So no matter how hard it gets, keep your chest out, keep your head up and handle it..."
-Tupac

"When the power of love overcomes the love of power, the world will know peace."
-Melissa Schulz

"You only live once... but if you live right, once is enough."
-Anonymous

"All your dreams can come true, if you have the courage to pursue them."
-Walt Disney

"Stupid is as stupid does."
-Forrest Gump

"I know it seems hard sometimes, but remember one thing; through every dark night, there’s a bright day after that. So no matter how hard it gets, keep your chest out, keep your head up and handle it..."
-Tupac

"Happiness is having a large, loving, caring, close-knit family...in another city."
-George Burns

"Go Class of 2010!"
-Seth Schum

"Go Class of 2010!"
-Steven Seierup

"Go Class of 2010!"
-Tore' Singstad

"Go Class of 2010!"
-Kyrie Spencer

"Go Class of 2010!"
-Javani Steward
Kelly Stewart
"Love the life you live. Live the life you love."
-Bob Marley

John Sullivan
"Gravity rides everything."
-Isaac Kristofer Brock

Samuel Sullivan
"Hokey religions and ancient weapons are no substitute for a good blaster at your side."
-Han Solo

Ty Taylor
"Always take chances, because you never know how great something can turn out to be."
-Anonymous

Chase Thomas
"A line is a dot that went for a walk."
-Paul Klee

Jimmy Taylor
"Hard work spotlights the character of people. Some turn up their sleeves, some turn up their noses, and some don't turn up at all."
-Sam Ewing

Jessica Thomas
"Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass; it's about learning to dance in the rain."
-Anonymous

Tanner Thomas
"Life is not a journey to the grave with the intention of arriving safely in a pretty and well-preserved body, but rather to skip in broadside thoroughly used up and loudly proclaiming 'Wow! What a ride!!'
-Anonymous

Isaac Updike
"To give anything less than the best is to sacrifice the gift."
-Steve Prefontaine

Lucas Updike
"I don't need a life. I'm a gamer; I have a lot of lives."
-Tim Barry
William Van Sise

"Don't go around saying the world owes you a living. The world owes you nothing. It was here first."

-Mark Twain

Rachel Wall

"Leadership must be close enough to relate to others, but far enough ahead to motivate them."

-John C. Maxwell

Rebecca Wall

"There's a little truth behind every 'just kidding,' a little curiosity behind every 'just wondering,' a little knowledge behind every 'I don't know,' and a little emotion behind every 'I don't care.'"

-Anonymous

Tyler Wharton

"The road goes ever on and on, Down from the door where it began. Now for ahead the road has gone, And follow I must, follow, if I can, Pursuing it with eager feet, Until it joins some larger way, Where many paths and errands meet. And whither then? I cannot say."

-Bilbo Baggins

Jeffery Whicker

"There are no short-cuts to anywhere worth going."

-Beverly Sills

Jeffery Whisman

Go Class of 2010!

William Williams

"The hardest thing about smoking salmon is keeping it lit."

-My Dad

Tina Woolley

"You can't ever be old and wise if you're never young and crazy"

-Anonymous

Danielle Watson

"Embrace those who love you, and whom you love; and rid yourself of those who will only bring you down."

-Anonymous

Mahria Williams

"Learn to understand others, and you will become uniquely elite."

-Anonymous
For my part I know nothing with any certainty, but the sight of the stars makes me dream.

-Vincent van Gogh

"Every 60 seconds you spend angry or upset is a minute of perfect happiness you will never get back."

-Unknown

Senior Superlatives

You voted, now here are the results, these are what our 2010 seniors are best known for:

Bookworms!

People that make the school go round!

Eddie Snodderly & Katrina Monta

Alli Montecillo & Kris Santos

Type 2 Senioritis Victims

Jodie Gatti & Andrew Bolton

Biggest Flirt

Crystal Alba & Tyler Bell

Most Outrageous!

Karley Lesko, Chase Thomas & Spring Moon

Band for SUCCESS

Courtney Enright & Ian Fultz

-Mrs. Kerns
Kayhi’s very own Most Likley to be famous musicians

Chazz Gist, Andrew Negley, Jonah Sullivan & Amella Cooper-Davis

TJ Hammersland and Jenny Youngberg Rachel Wall

Most athletic

Tyler Elliott, Jeff Whicker, Kathleen Reno & Shelayne Greaves

We’ve Got Spirit!

Carlo Credito & Crystal Blair

Most Talkative

Travis Beaty, Alexa Edwardson, Niles Corporon & Rachel Koons

2010

Most Changed

Best dance moves

Seán Schum & Sara Yonker

Simon Brooks & Lallanie Manabat
2010
Senior Siblings!

Tyler and Melissa Elliot
Jeff and Lewy Whicker
David and Charlie Klein

Hannah and Hugh Hall
Karla and Karen Manabat

Tina and Stacey Woolley

Tyler Bell and Devonte Guthrie

Pat and Kyle Day
Phillip and Kelli-anne Johnston

Ciara and Cassidy Patton

Above Left: Liezel and Mary Jane Kintana
Above Right: Connor and Corey Jepson

Shelayne and Brindalyn Greaves
Siblings are... 
Embarrassing, stubborn, annoying, CAZ\!
body guards (: 

hilariou*!

B.E.S.T.
F.R.I.E.N.D.S

the ones who share sacred inside jokes with you.

the person
you've known
the longest.

Right: Dylon Daniels and Caleb Hedin
Left: Tyanne and Jackie Taylor

Becca and Emily Green, Bill and Megan Johnson, and Rhianna Glasser

Above: Eddie and Leslie Snodderly
Below: Sammy and Andy Sullivan

Jessica and Elisha Thomas
Taylor and Lauren Gates
Ashley and Taylor Davis
Brittany and Luke Purschwitz
Chandler and Janessa Porter

Courtesy of Kitchkan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
When We Were Wittie...

Tyler Elliott and Sarah Eichner posing in their adorable sweaters.

Bryan Moody, Connor Jepson, John Sullivan, and Chazz Gist at the discovery center field trip.

Rachel Koons and Alli Montecillo dancing around in ballet IV.

Amelia Cooper, Danielle Watson, Amanda Hendricks, TJ Hammersland, Andrew Bolton, Mykayla Martin, and Shane Carney at Kyle Zadina's birthday party.

Rhianna Glasser, Kelsey Foote, and Megan Johnson dressed up for the play.

Laci Marsden and Amanda Hendricks above and Michael Hosley below with their buckets on beach day.

Rhianna Glasser, Sara Yonker, Liezel Kintana, Danielle Rodriguez, Kelsey Wright, Tina Woolley, Jessica Hines, Jolynda Hill, Jodi Gatti, Hannah Hall, Blake Williams, and Megan Johnson at Jessica's 15th birthday.
David Klein, Tyler Elliott, Simon Brooks, Bryan Moody, Erik Ruaro, and Tore Singstad with their awesome baseball hats.

Elsie Foote, Mark Felarca, Gigi Astimosa, Connor Jepson, Josh Iahn, Crystal Alba, David Peterson, and Rhiana Glasser on a cruise ship our in the 5th grade.

Junior Jenessa Porter, along with seniors Laci Marsden, and Chandler Porter.


Laura Brandt-Enichsen and Jessica Hines on their first day of pre school.

Jayna Blanchard, Tese Selerup, Rachel Koons, Sarah Eichner, and Alexis Edvardson holding up their chalk board writings.

Crystal Alba, Lacey Murphy, Chandler Porter, and Shelby Langstaff posing after an awesome performance of Schoenbar drill team.

Amanda Hendricks and Lacey Murphy playing a great game of checkers.

Rachel Koons and Jayna Blanchard.

Seniors Chandler Porter and Laci Marsden, along with Junior Jenessa Porter, dressed up for Halloween.

Amanda Hendricks and Erik Ruaro on their first day of kindergarten.
Here Come The Babes....
Ciara Patton

I'm so proud of you and always have been. Love and Friendship, Mom

Ciara, my daughter from Turkey, I love you with all my heart. You're best friend forever! - Dad

Amelia Cooper

Congratulations Amelia! Love Mom
You've come a long way from sneaking candy from the drawer...
We are very proud of you!!!
Love, Mom, Gregg, Alison, Emily, and Matthew
Tina Marie Woolley (L)
We are so proud of you!
"Remember to always follow your heart and your dreams will come true."
Love,
Mom, Dad, Stacey, Grandpa, Uncle Jr. and Aunt Lori

Sarah Kitsmiller
We love you for everything you do, and everything thing that makes you who you are.
Mom and Dad

You go girl!!

Congratulations
Miss Attitude
Love,
Mom and Dad

Kyrie Spencer

Brittany Purschwitz
You are the best!
We wish you much happiness and success.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Devin Kleinschmidt

Devin...
We are so proud of you.
The future is yours.
Watch out Fairbanks...
Good luck!
Love,
Mom, Taylor, and Shaelynn
LACEY MURPHY

You have always made us proud, made us smile, and we know you will be awesome at whatever you do, so just remember these two things...

Kick theirs and Cover yours!

We love you too much.
Love Dad, Mom, Adim, and Leesa
Way to go Courtney!

We are all so proud of your amazing drive and service to your community.

You have proven you can do whatever you put your mind to!

Follow your dreams, kiddo!

Mom, Dad, and Morgie
Spring Moon-Harvey

Watching you grow up, your smile has brought us such happiness and joy.
We are all proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Jim, Sarah, and Baby Zackery.

Josh Hahn

We are so proud of you!

Love Mom and Dad
Toni and Jessica
Congratulations Jessi Bear! We are very proud of you. Your future is so bright, you gotta wear shades. We love you, Mom, Dad, Connor, Grandma, Grandpa
P&T&BJ&B&L&O
Congratulations! We're really proud of you! On to bigger and better things. Up, Up, and Away! Love, Dad, Mom, William, Frances, Charlie, and Winchester.

Tanner Thomas
Way to go Tan Man! We are your biggest fans.
- Grams and Papa

Liezl Kintana
We love you and we are very proud of you. We wish you all the best.
Love,
Papa, Mom, Annymbee, MaryJane

WE ARE PROUD OF YOU!
LOVE, DAD, MOM + MELISS
Sandy Gunderson

Money Money! We love you! Just remember to keep your room clean, don't slurp, reach for the stars, call us often, and to work hard! We love you!

Love,
Carrie, Matt, Killian, and Ryland

Jayna Blanchard

Jayna-
We're so proud of you!!
Live, love, laugh, and share your joy with others.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Monica
Congratulations Katrina!
What a beautiful woman you've turned out to be. We are all very proud of you. Good luck in your future.
Love Mom, Dad & Tianna.

We are so proud of you!
Love Mom, Dad, Teresa

Danny Lord

Danny—With little steps you have traveled far. Keep your soul young and know that we love you. Mom, Dad, and brother Eric

Karley Lesko

We wish you much Peace Love and Luck in your Future!
Shine On!
mom, Dad, kale, Ryan, ruby and reilly
Magoo-
As you get ready for the next chapter in your life, always remember your beautiful smile and awesome sense of humor. They have navigated you through the waters with pride and grace. You can laugh at failure, love the lessons learned, and grow as you go!

Love, Dad, Mom, Matt, and L-Z
Rhianna, it doesn’t take long to touch another person’s soul with your kindness. To have made such a positive influence on a family and have embedded enough love in our hearts to last a lifetime. We are very proud of you and know that your spirit will bring you great success in whatever you do!

We love you,

Dad, Mom, Katy, Rhonda, Mike, Mitchell, Megan, Becca, Emily, Bill, and Trevan
 Cody DeSpain C:
We're so proud of all you've accomplished, you worked really hard to get here!
Love,
Mom and Tina

Laura Brandt-Erichsen
Venture forth and make your dreams come true!
We love you and couldn't be prouder.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Sarah and Grace

Melissa Schulz
Follow your dreams Melissa! We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Dennis, Dad and Amanda, and all of your family.

3 months old and already so strong! We're all so proud of the talented, beautiful young lady you've become, and wish you the best of luck.
We love you so much!
Mom, Dad, Tiffany, and Tomarie

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
Congratulations Jolynda. We love you and are very proud of you.

Love, Mom & Dad

Megan, you have grown up to be such a beautiful and intelligent young woman. We are so proud of you.

Love, Dad & Szilvia

Chrystina — Jacobson
I love you Chrystina, I know you will reach for the stars in whatever you do.

Love, Dad

Congratulations

Jolynda

Hill

- Kathleen Reno -
Way to go Kathleen! Congratulations! We love you.
Love Mom, Dad, Dawn, and Crystal
Congratulations, you did it!

Now follow your dreams,
and you will succeed in anything you choose.

Love always, Mom, Dad, Simeon & Shiloh

Taylor Gates, we are so proud of you. Rock on, Tay-Dawg!

-Love, Mom, Dad and Lauren

Congratulations, we are proud of you. Keep working hard to reach your dreams.

-we all love you,
Dad, Mom, Taylor, Joey
Congratulations, Justin.
We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom & Dad
Jeffrey
Alan Whicker
Megan Johnson

Megan,
You continually light up our lives in ways we never could have imagined. We are so proud of the young woman you've become and so thankful for the happiness you've given us. Your drive and dedication will take you wherever you want to go in life and let your heart lead the way.
We love you, Mom, Dad, Mike, Szilvia, Mitchell, Rhianna, Becca, Emily, Bill and Treven

Hans Hubbard

Hans, We are so proud of you and who you have become, a Godly young man of honor! Jeremiah 29: 11 says "I know the plans I have for you, plans to give you a future and a hope." Remember to walk in that future and hope. We will support and pray for you always.
Love,
Mom, & Dad,
Douglas, & Claressa
Kayla Howe

We are so proud of you. We hope that you reach all your dreams, and we will be behind you no matter what.
Congratulations!
We love you.
-Dad, Kyle and Corey

Danielle Watson

We are proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Hannah Hall

We're so proud of you! The house will be quiet without you. Hoping for all good things in your future.
Love,
Mom and Dad, Chloe, Casey & Hugh Barnett

Alexis Edwardson

Congratulations Alexis!
There has never been a time when we haven't been proud of you. We love you oodles and oodles.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Tonya, Fawja, and Charley
Sarah Eichner

My wish, for you, is that this life becomes all that you want it to,
Your dreams stay big, and your worries stay small,
You never need to carry more than you can hold,
And when you’re out there getting where you’re getting to,
I hope you know somebody loves you, and wants the same things, too!
(Words by Rascal Flatts)

We love you Sarah Bee!
God bless you!
Dad, Mom, Emily,
Daniel and Kona

Phillip Johnston

NO PANCAKE FOR YOU!
Love, Mom, Dad, and the family
John Sullivan
It takes mad skills

to read a book upside down!

We are very, very proud of you
Johnny Face!

Nick Faber

Nickolas Allen Faber,
The best big brother, son, &
grandson! We are so proud of you!
Grandpa, Mom, Cody, and Scotty
Chandler Jean,
You are an amazing young lady and will accomplish many wonderful dreams.
Keep dreaming Channy Choo.
We love you!
Mom and Family

Glen Clay & Paul Forrester
We are proud of you both!

Good Friends!

We are so proud of your accomplishments and the beautiful woman you have become.
Never lose sight of your dreams!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Jenalyn
T.J. Hammersland-Torres, aka: Oogity-Boogity-Boo.
You were a mischievous little boy who became a strong
and confident young man. Your dad and all of us are so
proud. Believe in your dreams as we believe in you.
Love, The Hammersland & Torres clans

Jimmy Taylor

Jimmy T.
May you experience as
much joy and happiness as
you have brought to our
lives. We are proud of you!
Love Mom, Dad & Nick
"Mr. T"

May all your dreams come true!
Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and do not lean on your own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge him, and he will make straight your paths.
-Proverbs 3:5-6

Love you,
Mom

Congratulations Destiny!
We are all so very proud of you. We pray that your sail always be full of wind, to take you where your dreams may lead you and your heart guides you.

Love,
Mom, Grandma, Aunt Darlene, Mike, Maddie, Michael Jr. and the rest of the family.
IAN FULTZ

CONGRATULATIONS FROM:
Mou, Aunt Katie, Aunt Lula,
Nannie, & Bill

Rachel Nicole Funk

You have always found joy in everything you do. From dancing the Macarena to being a fish pirates "lady". From your first day of school to your last, you have always given it your all. We are so proud of you.

Love you, Pookey,
Mou and Dad

DYLON DANIELS

CONGRATULATIONS:
Dylon David Daniels,
WE LOVE YOU!!!
Never let your memories be greater than your dreams."

Doug Ivester

Shelayne Greaves

We are so proud of you! Congratulations on all your past successes. May your life be filled with an abundance of such accomplishments.

We love you!
Dad, Mom, Brindalyn, Melea, Tressa & Ellianne

Congratulations to our Superguide, Superson, and Superbrother!

Miles Munhoven
Congratulations Hayley,
We are so proud of you!
Follow your dreams.
You can do anything!
Love always, Dad & Mom
Life is a balancing act...that you both do so well!
Congratulations.
We love you!

-Mom, Dad and Beth
Crystal Blair

How to Make a Beautiful Life

Love yourself.
Make peace with who you are and where you are at this moment in time.

Listen to your heart.
If you can't hear what it's saying in this noisy world, make time for yourself. Enjoy your own company. Let your mind wander among the stars.

Try. Take chances. Make mistakes.
Life can be messy and confusing at times, but it's also full of surprises.
The next rock in your path might be a stepping-stone.

Be happy.
When you don't have what you want, want what you have.

Make do.
That's a well-kept secret of contentment. There aren't any shortcuts to tomorrow. You have to make your own way. To know where you're going is only part of it. You need to know where you've been, too. And if you ever get lost, don't worry. The people you love will find you.

Count on it.
Life isn't days and years. It's about what you do with time. And all the goodness and grace that's inside you.

Make a beautiful life....
The kind of life you deserve.

Love Always,
Mom and Dad

Kaya - Our bundle of energy and joy! Our world is such a brighter place with you in it, and we hope your life brings many wonderful lessons and blessings to learn and grow from. Live with kindness, courage, and truth, and the wisdom will follow.

With much love,
Mommy and Papa
Paul, congratulations on your graduation. We are very proud of you. You have your whole life ahead of you. Dream big! And remember that we will always be behind you.

Love, Mom, Jenny & Anya

We love you Tess and are so very proud of you! 2010 is just the beginning!

Mom & Dad
Congratulations to the
greatest daughter in
the world!

We love you!
Mom and Bob

WE LOVE YOU AND ALWAYS WILL.

CONGRATULATIONS, WE ARE ALL SO PROUD
OF YOU!

Love,
Mom, Audie, and Corey
Dad, Crystal, and Katie

Whether you're chillin'...
rocking out...
getting dirty...
or all dressed up...

KELSEYFOOTE!
Becca Rae Green

We are so proud of you! Your strength, independence, determination, and stubbornness are qualities that you can rely on as you pursue your life goals. We will always be there for you, loving you unconditionally.

Love you so hard,
Mom and Emily
Blueberry

Becca Green

Growing up you've proven to have a mind of your own. Strong-willed and determined, not to let others influence how you think or what you do. Confident enough to stand up for what you believe in and to not back down. We are so proud of your accomplishments and pleased by the loyalty and dedication you've shown to others. So many great qualities to admire! We are positive that no matter what challenges you face in your life, you will always step up to the plate... and swing for the fence!

We love you,
Dad, Rhonda, Mitchell, Rhianna, Megan, Emily, Bill and Trevan
Erik Ruaro

Keep smiling Erik,
your life has just begun.

We love you -Mom, Dad & Jodi

~

Sara Ashley Yonker

Dear God,
Please continue to help Sara be strong, kind, loving, and true to your word. She draws strength from your strength. This we pray.

Love you so much, Sara.
Dad, Mom, Lee, & Kate
smiles from above

David Bergeron

We are very proud of you, David Samuel!
Love, Bucky and Mom
We would like to give a special thanks to all the businesses that supported our yearbook this year:

Alaska Canopy Adventures
Alaska Ship and Drydock Inc.
Alltel
Bronze Maiden Seafoods
Detcel
Diaz Cafe
Diversified Investments and Insurance
GCI
Good Fortune
H. & S. Hairz
Hometown Furnishings
BBW
Inside Passage
AK.com
Island Pharmacies
Jack's Alley
Jules
Kayhi Culinary Arts
Ketchikan Daily News
Ketchikan Theatre Ballet
Ketchikan Welding
Ketchikan Youth Soccer League
KPU Telecom
Madart
McEachin
Northland Services
Ocean View Restaurant
Pamascus Books
Point Baker Trading Post
Polar Treats
Ralph's Home Repair
Rosie's Deli
Scanton Gallery
Schulz & Skulls
Attorneys at Law
Soho Coho
Studio Max
Sushi Harbor
Sumco Helicopters
The Great Alaskan Lumberjack Show
The Outlet Store
The Silver Thimble
Timber and Marine Supply Inc.
Tyler Rental Inc.
UAF Ketchikan
VFW
Wal-Mart
Wells Fargo
Ziegler Law Firm

The Silver Thimble
5 Salmon Landing Market,
Suite 204
Ketchikan, AK 99901-6590
Phone: (907) 225-5422

The largest quilt shop in Southeast Alaska!

The Candy Corner

10% OFF WITH STUDENT I.D.

Fresh Fudge • Bulk Candy • 24 Different Taffy Flavors • 24 Jelly Belly Flavors
Coffee • Breakfast Bagels • Jet Tea Smoothies

Open Year Round, Mon.– Sat. 9-4 • Located in the Salmon Landing Market
PROUDLY SUPPORTING
KAYHI
Sports
Dance Team
Production Technology
Culinary Arts
Music

Kayhi Culinary Arts
Serving you for over ten years!
2009-2010
We also carry a complete line of drainage pipe, fabric, and catch basins. We can handle any size of project... Call Tyler Rental today for a quote. Tyler Rental is a proud sponsor of Ketchikan High School.
Ketchikan Theatre Ballet
Would like to congratulate its Senior

KTB Company Members:
Rachel Koons
Alli Montecillo

KTB Dancers:
Briana Guenther
Kaya Morales-Hallmark
Hayley Morin
Alanna Schrepel

And the Class of 2010!

Point Baker Trading Post

Congratulations to the Class of 2010!

Granddaughter and Senior
Laery Murphy

P.O. Box 130
Point Baker, AK 99927

Phone: 907-569-2204  Fax: 907-569-2224

Julie's Fine Jewelry • Art • Gifts

Michele LaDuke

326 Dock Street, Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
907-225-2525  Toll Free 800-982-0554
www.juliesfinejewelry.com  michele@juliesfinejewelry.com

Justin Stewart

Computers • Parts • Service • Repair

2300 Tongass Avenue

(907) 247-9433
Jacks Alley
Bonnie Sullivan
2417 Tongass Ave. #119A
Ketchikan, AK 99901
907-220-9459

Congratulations
Class of 2010!

Ketchikan Welding North
Brenda Murphy
Owner/Manager
10540 North Tongass Hwv.
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
Phone: 907-225-6196
Fax: 907-225-0565

Ketchikan Youth Soccer League
Kay Jones
P.O. Box 5271
Ketchikan Alaska 99901
Phone: 907-225-5975
Fax: 907-247-5975

Senior Lacey Murphy
UAS Ketchikan
The power
of a statewide
university right at
your back door
✓ Affordable
✓ Personal
✓ Scholarships
available
✓ Over 75 certificates
& degrees delivered
via distance

Call us at
228-4511
or visit us
on the web
ketch.alaska.edu

UAS UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA SOUTHEAST
learn · engage · change

2600 Seventh Avenue Ketchikan, AK

Walmart
Save money. Live better.

Thank you
Kayhi’s Williwaw staff of 2009-2010 would like to thank all of
its sponsors for helping make
this yearbook possible!

Ocean View

Fine Mexican & Italian Cuisine
Luis Horta • Owner
1831 Tongass Avenue • (907) 225-7566

SCHULZ & SKILES
Attorneys at Law
BRYAN T. SCHULZ
AMANDA M. SCHULZ
307 Bawden Street
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
PHONE: (907) 225-9401
FAX: (907) 225-5513

Timber and Marine
Supply Inc.

- Your local Honda products,
EZ Loader Trailers, Lund Boats, Stihl saws,
Suzuki Outboards Dealer

- Owned by three Kayhi graduates

2547 Tongass Avenue
Ketchikan, AK 99901
907-225-6644
907-247-0644: FAX

"Large enough to take care of
all your needs,
Small enough to care!"
You’re on your way

We can help you reach your destination

Congratulations to the Class of 2010. As you embark on your future endeavors, remember we’re ready to help you with all your financial needs.

Ketchikan Store • 306 Main Street • 907-225-2184
Tongass Store • 2415 Tongass Ave. • 907-225-4141
Shoreline Store • 4966 N. Tongass Hwy. • 907-247-7878

wellsfargo.com

© 2009 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. Member FDIC (124943_14228)

Together we’ll go far
Alaska Ship & Drydock, Inc
Building World Class Ships for Alaska
Congratulations class of 2010!

Good Luck
Seniors!
Congratulations
2010

-love,
Cousin Alma

Good Job
Rods!
We are so proud of you! We wish you the best of luck in your future. We love you!

Diaz Cafe
Serving Chinese, Filipino, and American food since 1962
Located Downtown at 335 Stedman • Call in and place an order for pick up!
(907) 225-2257

Hours: Monday Closed
Tues-Sat: Lunch 11:30-2:00
Dinner 4:00-8:00
Sunday: All Day Noon-7:30

Good Luck Kings!
Would like to Congratulate the Class of 2010!

We offer a comprehensive line of life insurance, health, long-term care, disability, AFLAC and investment products that will fit all of your needs.

Call us today for an appointment 225-8805 x361

Securities offered through KMB Financial Services, Inc.

Parnassus Books
Get caught reading!
Maggie Freitag
www.ketchikanbooks.com
907.225.7690
5 Creek Street ~ Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
Ketchikan's Independent Book Store ~ Est. 1985

Ziegler Law firm
307 Bawden Street
(907) 225-9401
(907) 225-5513

Congratulations class of 2010!
Congratulations Class of 2010

Best of Luck in the Future
Congratulations 2010 Seniors

Northland Services
MARINE TRANSPORTATION
3311 Tongass Ave.
Phone: (907) 225-2093
Fax: (907) 225-6729

Best of luck in the future

Way to go Class of 2010!

Madison Lumber
LUMBER – HARDWARE
BUILDING SUPPLIES
(907) 225-9828
(800) 478-9828
www.madisonlumber.com
John Hancock
Goes Here
SECRETS
OF A
KING.
2009-2010